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Highlights

• Keyword, entity and type information can be integrated to perform semantic search.

• Treaps are the most efficient for ranked union and intersection queries.

• HashMap is the most efficient in answering Boolean intersection queries.
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Abstract

The increasing performance and wider spread use of automated semantic annotation and entity
linking platforms has empowered the possibility of using semantic information in information
retrieval. While keyword-based information retrieval techniques have shown impressive per-
formance, the addition of semantic information can increase retrieval performance by allowing
for more accurate sense disambiguation, intent determination, and instance identification, just
to name a few. Researchers have already delved into the possibility of integrating semantic in-
formation into practical search engines using a combination of techniques such as using graph
databases, hybrid indices and adapted inverted indices, among others. One of the challenges
with the efficient design of a search engine capable of considering semantic information is that
it would need to be able to index information beyond the traditional information stored in in-
verted indices, including entity mentions and type relationships. The objective of our work in
this paper is to investigate various ways in which different data structure types can be adopted
to integrate three types of information including keywords, entities and types. We will system-
atically compare the performance of the different data structures for scenarios where i) the same
data structure types are adopted for the three types of information, and ii) different data structure
types are integrated for storing and retrieving the three different information types. We report
our findings in terms of the performance of various query processing tasks such as Boolean and
ranked intersection for the different indices and discuss which index type would be appropriate
under different conditions for semantic search.

1. Introduction

In the complex dynamics of the World Wide Web, current search engines tend to retrieve
documents by searching keywords of a query within documents and ranking them by apply-
ing ranking algorithms. Despite achieving efficient results for common queries, keyword-based
search has exhibited limitations particularly in dealing with more complex queries. Fernandez
et al. (Fernandez et al., 2011) have discussed this problem by pointing to the limitations levied
against search engines when complex queries are encountered. For instance, in the two queries
“books about recommender systems” versus “systems that recommend books”, a mere keyword
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search would not suffice in distinguishing between the two queries. Consequently, similar results
are retrieved despite the difference in the meaning between the two. While the first query re-
quires a list of books about recommender systems, the second one requests information on a list
of systems which recommend books. It is evident that additional information need to be taken
into consideration to be able to effectively process such queries. For instance, the literature has
already observed work on the semantic interpretation of search queries where important onto-
logical concepts/entities within the query or the document collection are identified through entity
linking (Hasibi et al., 2015; Blanco et al., 2015). Such works address the very problem that was
noticed in this example where the first query will be linked to the semantic concept representing
recommender systems while the second one will not. With the additional capabilities offered
through semantic information, semantic search engines aim to improve search performance and
accuracy by taking into account the intent and contextual meaning of terms in the corpus and the
query (Xiong and Callan, 2015; Raviv et al., 2016).

The most relevant and state-of-the-art semantic search systems can be categorized into two
groups, namely Entity search and Semantic Web search engines (e.g., Swoogle (Ding et al.,
2004) and SemSearch (Lei et al., 2006)). In the former, entities, which are concepts represented
in well-adopted knowledge bases such as DBpedia and Freebase, are indexed and searched for
instead of pure keywords (Giunchiglia et al., 2009), while in the latter semantic information
such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples are identified and retrieved from Web
documents or knowledge graphs that are shared on the Web (Tablan et al., 2015; Arenas et al.,
2016). RDF is a specification for presenting metadata models that is primarily based on a triple
structure relating subjects and objects through predicates.

According to Navarro et al. (Konow et al., 2013) and Bast et al. (Bast and Weber, 2006),
the two factors impacting any Information Retrieval (IR) system, particularly semantic search
engines, include managing huge amounts of data and providing very precise results for queries
quickly. Both of these two factors are significantly influenced by the indexing data structure
that is used for storing the information that will be later retrieved. This is even more so true for
semantic search engines where much more information needs to be stored and considered for IR.
For this reason, the central premise of this paper is to investigate how the required underlying
indexing data structures required for semantic search engines can be adopted and represented
efficiently. Such an index, which we refer to as semantic hybrid index, needs to store semantic
(entity and type) information and keyword information in a manner that allows for the efficient
(fast) response to semantic full-text queries. In our work, we view semantic search as a process
that considers entity information, type relationship and textual keyword information in tandem in
order to answer a query. This necessitates the development of a semantic hybrid index that does
not only store these three types of information but also integrates them so that complex queries
can be answered by considering a wealth of information from the three distinct perspectives.

Let us provide a concrete example to motivate our work. Figure 1 shows that a user has
entered a query into the search engine asking for “books about recommender systems written
by Dietmar Jannach”. When processing this query from a semantic search perspective, we view
three types of information in the query: i) Entities that can be linked to external knowledge bases
and are automatically identifiable using entity linking systems. These would include entities such
as Recommender Systems1. ii) Type information that would inform the search engine about the
entities present in the query and the additional information available in the knowledge base. For

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recommender_system
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Figure 1: The three types of information needed within a semantic search engine index.

instance, the fact that “Dietmar Jannach” is a Person or that he is a Scientist from Germany. iii)
Keyword information that include the terms that have been mentioned in the query but cannot be
related to any entities or types in the knowledge base, e.g., written. In order to be able to handle
these three types of information, we propose that three sub-indices are required, namely Entity
Index, Type Index and Keyword Index that need to be effectively integrated.

1.1. Challenges

Researchers have already argued that search engines that are limited to only using semantic
information are incapable of answering a range of query types. Bast et al. (Bast et al., 2012b)
use the following example to show this problem: “astronaut walk on the moon”. To answer
this query, a semantic search engine would retrieve a list of documents containing the word
“astronaut” or instances of astronaut (e.g., Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin). The knowledge base
index is also thoroughly searched for the word “moon”. Problems arise when the knowledge
base fails to provide information on the keyword “walk”. In the above example, using semantic
information instead of the keywords does not prove to be helpful in linking the “astronaut” entity
with the “moon” entity and the integration can only happen if the term “walk” is considered to
be a keyword as opposed to an entity. Therefore, the integration of the keyword information and
semantic entity information becomes an essential component in processing search queries. The
integration of these two types of information can lead to an increased query processing time due
to the need for joining information from two different sets of indices, which can be costly (Bast
et al., 2012b; Bast and Buchhold, 2013; Bast et al., 2007).

Several researchers have proposed that different types of information need to be stored in
separate but interrelated indices where the integration strategy determines the efficiency of the
performance of the semantic search engine. The integration of keyword, entity and type infor-
mation is often accomplished either explicitly or implicitly. In the explicit approach, well-known
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data structures used for full-text search (inverted indices) and semantic search (triple stores) are
modified in an effort to incorporate semantic information (Bast et al., 2007) or add textual in-
formation to the semantic index. As far as the explicit combination method is concerned, it is
not considered a viable solution for semantic search for a number of reasons including the fact
that it tends to be time consuming, and can also loose semantic information when dealing with
complicated queries (Bast et al., 2012b).

In the implicit approach, the data structure of a text index and a semantic index are modified in
a way so as to make a connection between both indexes. In the collection of researches that have
explored implicit approaches, practical samples of a semantic hybrid index have been presented
(Tablan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2010a; Bast et al., 2012a). However, the main data structure of the
indices is an inverted index and most of the works focus on entity search as opposed to document
search.

Adopting existing IR index structures that have already been built for keyword-based search
can be a constructive approach. However, existing data structures such as inverted indices cannot
be directly used for semantic search for several reasons including the following:

• The information to be stored in a semantic index is not confined to only keyword informa-
tion that have been traditionally stored in inverted indices. A semantic search index needs
to be well equipped to efficiently retrieve and index the earlier mentioned three types of
information. Unlike keywords, whose occurrence and frequency are the most important
information that need to be indexed, entities and types have additional semantic informa-
tion that need to be incorporated into the index and hence complicates the direct adoption
of data structures such as inverted indices.

• In addition, the amount of information that needs to be stored in the index for any given
type or entity is more than that required for a keyword. For example, the surface form of
an entity might be a phrase that consists of more than one keyword. Therefore, the index
would not only require the starting position of the entity but also additional information
pertaining to the finishing position for that entity. In addition, entities identified within a
document are often accompanied by a confidence value that show how confident the entity
linking system was in determining this entity. Such information would need to also be
stored in the index. These types of additional information are currently not included in
traditional index data structures and need to be considered for semantic search.

1.2. Concrete Contributions

The major objective of our work in this paper is to propose efficient data structures for in-
dexing information for semantic search engines. We will explore the adoption of various data
structures that have already been adopted in the literature for different types of information in-
dexing and will evaluate their appropriateness in terms of semantic query processing.

The prevalent approaches that deal with designing the data structure for semantic indices are
generally divided into three categories: The work in the first category changes the structure of the
posting list (Li et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2009; Chakrabarti et al., 2011) while the second uses
more than one index for indexing semantic information and then combines the results at query
process time (Tablan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2010a; Chakrabarti et al., 2006). In the last category,
the structure of the inverted index is modified to provide the required functionality (Bast et al.,
2007, 2012a). In our work, the first and second approaches will be combined to present an
efficient data structure for building the required semantic index. To this end, we explore three

4
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main data structures, namely HashMaps, Treaps, and Wavelet Trees as our indices. These three
data structures are espoused for our purpose due to the following reasons:

1. The modification of inverted index data structure, as often implemented in the form of
a HashMap, has provided reasonable results in earlier works for keyword-based search
tasks(Konow et al., 2013; Konow and Navarro, 2012).

2. Treaps have the ability to process ranked queries faster than the standard inverted index
along with using less space (Konow et al., 2013).

3. Wavelet trees support positional index proximity search and process ranked intersection
queries faster than Block-Max index (Ding and Suel, 2011), which is a variation of the
inverted index structure(Konow et al., 2013).

We will be systematically exploring the possibility of building a semantic hybrid index for
semantic search using one or a combination of these three data structures. The adopted data
structure or combination thereof would need to support the indexing of three types of informa-
tion, entities, types and keywords, in an efficient way and provide fast integration of information
across the three types of information. Through our systematic study, we will show which combi-
nation of these data structures will serve best for indexing the three types of information and for
efficiently integrating them.

It is worth noting that the central reason behind our decision for not adopting well-known
index data structures, such as forward indexing(Dang et al., 2015), signature file (Faloutsos and
Christodoulakis, 1984, 1987), and suffix array (Manber and Myers, 1993), is due to their lim-
itations, e.g., their support for only Boolean queries and slower query time compared to basic
inverted indices, just to name a few (Faloutsos and Christodoulakis, 1984; Zobel et al., 1998).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of Inverted In-
dex, Wavelet Tree, and Treap data structures. Section 3 reviews the related literature on semantic
search. Section 4 introduces the fundamental requirements of keyword, entity, and type indices
and makes a brief reference to their properties. In the Section 5, we propose the adopted repre-
sentation of the Semantic Hybrid Index based on Inverted Index, Wavelet Tree, and Treaps. This
is followed in Section 6 by presentation of the algorithms for document retrieval, such as rank
retrieval, and Boolean retrieval for each index in our semantic hybrid search. In Section 7, we
report on the experimental results and offer discussion on efficiency (query process time) regard-
ing the adopted index data structures. Finally, the paper is concluded 8 with recommendations
and suggestions for further research.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Inverted Indices

The inverted index is an efficient index data structure (Bast and Weber, 2006; Konow and
Navarro, 2012) that allows fast search and plays a pivotal role in IR (Konow et al., 2013; Konow
and Navarro, 2012). The Inverted index structure can function as a map where each key in the
map corresponds to a keyword in the corpus and the corresponding value is a list of postings,
conveniently called posting lists. Every posting in a posting list references a specific docu-
ment where the keyword has appeared in, and stores information such as the document identifier
(docId), the frequency of the keyword in that document (T F), the exact position of the keyword
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in the document, and the document length, among others. The distinct set of keywords present
in the corpus being indexed is often referred to as the vocabulary. The Inverted index will have
one entry for each item in the vocabulary. Figure 2 provides an overview of the structure of
a simple inverted index whose postings contain docId and T F. Researchers have shown that
HashMaps are an efficient method for implementing an Inverted Index (Heinz and Zobel, 2003)
and therefore we adopt such implementation in our work.

abacus {2, 1}, {14, 3}, {59, 10}, {105, 1}

Vocabulary
Posting contains{ docId, TF}. 

Postings are ordered based on docId in the posting list.

{5, 2}, {19, 1}, {63, 4}, {85, 4}

apple

cheap

walk

write

{8, 12}, {39, 3}, {76, 2}, {109, 2}, {123, 7}, {130,1}

{15, 3}, {26, 5}, {53, 4}, {94, 1}, {178,2}

{1, 3}, {11, 1}, {63, 3}, {104, 2}

Figure 2: Structure of a simple inverted index. An posting list contains docId in ascending order.

There are currently two approaches for ordering postings of a posting list in an inverted
index depending on whether ranked or Boolean retrieval needs to be supported. The purpose of
ranked retrieval is to retrieve documents that are believed to be most relevant to a query. In this
context, relevancy is defined in accordance to a particular set of criterion (e.g. TF-IDF, BM25).
Therefore, for ranked retrieval, postings in a posting list are sorted in descending order based
on their relevancy. On the other hand, Boolean retrieval, also known as exact match querying,
intends to find all the documents where the query terms appear in regardless of their relevancy
measures. In this case, the postings in the posting lists are ranked based on increasing docIds.
In Figure 2 postings are sorted based on ascending order of docIds.

2.2. Wavelet Trees

The wavelet tree data structure was proposed in (Grossi et al., 2003) as a data structure to
represent compressed suffix arrays (Grossi et al., 2003; Manber and Myers, 1993) and has since
been adopted as an important component of the FM-index family (Ferragina and Manzini, 2005).
A Wavelet Tree represents a sequence S [1, n] = s1, s2, · · · , sn over an alphabet Σ = [1, · · · , σ]
where si ∈ Σ. It represents at most n logσ + O(n) bits of space which is not larger than the
needed space to represent S in plain form (ndlogσe bits) (Culpepper et al., 2010), and can be
constructed in O(n log q) time, where q ≤ min(n, σ) (Gagie et al., 2012). Wavelet tree is a binary
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balanced tree with σ leaves over Σ. It is created by continuously partitioning Σ into two subsets
until each subset is just a symbol of Σ. The root node of a Wavelet Tree is S [1, n] which is repre-
sented with a bitmap Broot[1, n] in a way that, if S [i] ≤ (1+σ)

2 then Broot[i] = 0, else Broot[i] = 1.
The left child of the root is a Wavelet Tree for all S [i] whose Broot[i] = 0 over the alphabet
[1, · · · , b (1+σ)

2 c] and the right child of the root is a Wavelet Tree for all S [i] whose Broot[i] = 1
over the alphabet [1 + b (1+σ)

2 c, · · · , σ]. Figure 3 presents a wavelet tree for the sequence S =

‘2, 30, 59, 65, 15, 44, 15, 99, 17, 26, 2, 44’ where Σ =‘2, 15, 17, 26, 30, 44, 59, 65, 99’, so n = 12
and σ = 9. The Wavelet Tree returns any sequence element S [i] in O(logσ), and provides an-
swers to rank and select queries in O(logσ) time. These queries are defined as:

rankx(S , i) = number of occurrences of symbol x in S [1, i]
selectx(S , i) = position of the ith occurrence of symbol x in S

2 30 59 65 15 44 15 99 17 26 2 44 

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

2 30 15 15 17 26 2 59 65 44 99 44

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

2 15 15 17 2 30 26 59 44 44 65 99 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

2 15 15 2 17 30 26 44 44 59 65 99

0 1 1 0

2 2 15 15 

=[2, 15, 17, 26, 30, 44, 59, 65, 99]

S=[2, 30, 59, 65, 15, 44, 15, 99, 17, 26, 2, 44]

B root= [0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1]

=9

n= 12 

Figure 3: A wavelet tree on S = ‘2, 30, 59, 65, 15, 44, 15, 99, 17, 26, 2, 44’. The tree stores only the topology and the
bitmaps (B[i]).

In order to answer S [i], one needs to start from the root by examining Broot[i]. If it is 0,
S [i] will be the left side, otherwise it will be on the right side. In the first case, this process is
continued recursively on the left child; otherwise, it is continued on the right child until we arrive
at a leaf node. The label of this leaf will be S [i]. Note that the value of i is changed on the left
(or right) child and therefore, the new position of i needs to be determined. In the case of the left
child, the number of 0s in Broot up to position i is the new position of i in the left child. For the
right child, the new position for i is the number of 1s in Broot up to position i.

Furthermore, the selectx(S , i) query tracks a position at a leaf whose label is x to find out
where it is on the root bitmap. Therefore, it is the inverse process of the above approach. We
start at a given leaf at position i. If the leaf is the left child of its parent v, the ith occurrence of a
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0 in its bitmap Bv is the new position i at v. If the leaf is the right child, then the new position i is
the position of the ith occurrence of a 1 in Bv. This procedure is continued from v until we reach
the root, where we discover the final position.

The approach for answering rankx(S , i) is similar to S [i]. The only difference is that the path
is chosen according to the bits of x instead of looking at Broot[i]. We go to the left child if x is in
the first half of the alphabet, otherwise we go to the right child. When a leaf is reached, the value
for i is the answer.

Wavelet Trees are versatile data structures, which can be represented in three different ways.
The more basic way is through sequence of values, The sequence of values represents the values
si of a sequence S = s1, s2, · · · , sn with Wavelet Tree on S . The main operations supported in
this approach are access (S [i]), rank, and select. The second less obvious way to represent the
Wavelet Tree is ordering which involves the stable ordering of si in S . Here, the smallest symbol
of S is placed in the first leaf of the Wavelet Tree and all occurrences of this symbol are ordered
based on their original position in that leaf. In this respect, tracking a position downwards in
the Wavelet Tree is the deciding factor on where it will end up after being sorted. The same
pattern is visible when tracking a position upwards in the Wavelet Tree, which indicates where
each symbol is positioned in the sequence. The lesser general structure is referred to as a grid of
points, which uses Wavelet Tree as a representation of n × n grid with n points in a way that two
points do not share the same row or column (Navarro, 2014).

2.3. Treaps

A Treap is a combination of Binary Search Tree and the Heap where each node has a key and
an attribute, which is randomly assigned to a key (priority). Key values are ordered in the Treap
in a way to satisfy the binary search tree property. The priority value of each node is greater
or equal to the priority of its children to support the Heap order, which is determined by the
structure of the tree. Therefore, the priority value of the root is the maximum-priority value in
the a treap. Figure 4 displays the treap representation for the given posting list, which consists of
docIds and T Fs. A key within a treap can be searched for just like a binary search tree, and at
the same time, it can be used as a binary heap. Treaps have shown to use less space and perform
fast ranked union and ranked intersection for keyword indices (Konow et al., 2013).

2.4. Comparative Analysis of the Data Structures

Table 1 illustrates a set of features that are important for choosing a data structure appropriate
for indexing search data. These features are categorized into two main groups: memory usage
and index process time for index construction and search. The first three rows in Table 1 present
the features that are required for analyzing memory usage and the remaining rows address query
process time.

The dual sorted inverted list feature in the first row of the table shows whether the data
structure supports retrieving search results for both ranked and Boolean retrievals simultaneously
compared to cases when two types of sorted inverted indices are needed, one for each type of
retrieval. Wavelet Trees and Treaps can carry out the functions of the dual sorted inverted list
feature while Inverted Indices do not possess the ability to support the aforementioned feature.
From a memory usage perspective, these three data structures can be ordered as (1) Treap (2)
Wavelet tree, and (3) inverted index, respectively (Konow et al., 2013).

The second set of features is used for analyzing the time required to construct the index and
to search. In light of the fact that one of the influential factors on query process time is query
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6

14
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Figure 4: An example of treap representation.Key values (upper value inside nodes) are sorted inorder and priority values
(lower value inside the nodes) are sorted top to bottom.

length, there is a direct relation between increasing the length of the query and query process
time. Among the analyzed indices, Wavelet Tree has exhibited less sensitivity to query length
(Konow and Navarro, 2012).
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Wavelet Tree (WT) Inverted Index (INV) Treap

Dual sorted
inverted list

Yes, but it is slower
than INV.

No, inverted lists are sorted
based on term frequency or
docId

Yes, Treap simultaneously
sorts postings based on term
frequency
(priority) and docId (node
value).

In memory index
More memory de-
manding compared
to INV.

It is an efficient data struc-
ture for in-memory index
and indexing on hard disk

It is just implemented as in-
memory index.

Memory usage

Uses same space of
one compress INV
(Navarro and Puglisi,
2010).

Uses more space compared
to Treap (Konow et al.,
2013)

Uses 13% less than the
Wavelet Tree and 10% be-
low of the size of the corpus
(Konow et al., 2013).

Query process time

Boolean intersec-
tion is faster than
Block-Max (a type of
INV)(Konow et al.,
2013).
Slower than INV
but uses less space
during processing
query (Arroyuelo
et al., 2010).

WT process time for Phrase
search is less than INV
(Culpepper et al., 2010).

It is faster (up to twofold) for
up to k = 20 on ranked inter-
sections and up to k = 100
on ranked unions compared
to INV and WT (Konow
et al., 2013).

Query process time
is dependent to query
length

In intersection query
process time im-
proves for long
queries but is in-
creased for Union
(Konow et al., 2013).

Yes, it is increased along
with an increase in query
length.

Yes, it increases for query
length > 4.
It also increases sharply
when k is increased for top-k
retrieval.

Table 1: A comparison of the properties of Wavelet Trees, Inverted Indices, and Treaps

3. Related Work

3.1. Semantic Search

Full text semantic search can be classified into either entity retrieval (Bast et al., 2016; Yahya
et al., 2016; Tonon et al., 2016) or document retrieval categories depending on the expected
results. The former, entity retrieval, returns entities in the form of search results, hence, the
response to the query “astronaut walk on the moon” would inevitably be “Neil Armstrong”,
“Buzz Aldrin”, and the reference to the other astronauts who have set foot on the moon. However,
document retrieval models retrieve documents by matching a particular user query or keyword
against a set of free-text records. For instance, the result of the above query would contain a list
of documents that include the keyword “walk”, and entity “moon”, “astronaut” or instances of
the astronaut type.
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3.1.1. Entity retrieval
Chakrabarti et al. (Chakrabarti et al., 2006) present four indices to support proximity search

in type-annotated corpora. Referred to as stem index, the first of the four indices maps stemmed
words to common posting lists. The stem index is a common search index, which stores all
stemmed words in the corpus. The second index called the aType Index stores each occurrence
of an entity (e.g. Neil Armstrong) in a document and all its types (e.g., Astronaut, Person)
with the same entity offset. The third index is the reachable index which takes two atypes or
an atype and a token, in order to determine if atype is an ancestor or child of a token or other
forms of atype in O(1) time based on atype taxonomy. This index has the ability to recognize
that “Person” is an ancestor of “Astronaut”. The last of the indices is called the forward index,
which answers (docId, word-offset) queries and creates snippets that specify tokens of a query
in search responses. This index stores all keywords that can be found in each document based
on their term frequency. It should be pointed out that the main focus of this index is to enhance
the optimization of proximity queries and perform local proximity instead of global proximity
(Chakrabarti et al., 2006).

In line with Chakrabarti’s work, Bast et al. introduce a new compact index data structure
known as HYB (Bast and Weber, 2006). According to Bast et al., HYB supports very fast prefix
searches, which enable other advanced queries including expansion query, faceted search, fast
error tolerant search, database-style select and join, and fast semantic search (ESTER) (Bast
et al., 2007; Bast and Celikik, 2011; Bast et al., 2008). HYB is designed based on the philosophy
of inverted index in a way that each posting in HYB contains the docId, keywordId, position
and weight. The keywordId is the main reason for having a fast prefix search by applying HYB
since keywordId is assigned to the keyword, based on lexicographical order. HYB vocabulary
contains keyword ranges, also known as blocks, instead of unambiguous keywords. The study
conducted by Bast et al. reveals that compared to a state-of the-art compressed inverted index,
HYB exhibits superiority in that it uses the same amount of space while processing the query
ten times faster. Bast et al. also succeeded in creating a semantic search engine (Broccoli) based
on the HYB structure. The relationship between keywords and entities is defined by the occurs-
with relation that identifies which keywords and entities occur in the same context. The concept
of context is determined by the syntactic analysis of the document sentences and extraction of
syntactic dependency relations. Extracting context is carried out automatically at indexing time.

The entity engine (Bast et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010b) and dual inversion index (Cheng and
Chang, 2010) present index data structure in order to support Entity Index with efficient query
response time. Dual inverted index uses two indices, document-inverted index and emphentity-
inverted index, for efficient and scalable parallel query processing. The query is processed based
on the two concepts of context matching and global aggregation across the entire collection.
Through context matching, the occurrence of entities and keywords in the desired context pat-
tern is measured (e.g., co-occurred in a window with length of ten keywords). If entities and
keywords do not belong to a document, then the value of the weight is set to zero. Otherwise,
the weight is calculated based on the similarity function. Global aggregation collects all the oc-
currences across the texts, and then aggregates the local weights as a final weight of the entity.
Document-inverted index maps an entity to the documents containing that entity. The entity-
inverted index is designed in an opposite way by considering entities as output (the target of
search). Although, the entity-inverted index uses more space than document-inverted index, it
can be partially aggregated (distributed). The entity-inverted index has, however, proven to be
practical for merely 1020 types with a focus on improving query process time instead of space
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usage. From the database perspective, this work can be regarded as an aggregate join query.
The novel document inverted index for annotations proposed by Chakrabarti et al. (Chakrabarti

et al., 2012) can handle in excess of a billion Web pages, more than 200, 000 types, over 1, 500, 000
entities, and hundreds of entity annotations per page. The annotation index is comprised of two
parts that include the Entity Index and Type Index designed based on the Inverted Index philoso-
phy. The Entity Index postings store docId, left and right positions and extra information such as
confidence values while type posting lists contain a block for every document to store entities of
the key type that occurred in that documents This is referred to as the general style snippet inter-
leaved postings (SIP) coding. SIP is designed to prevent the repetition of the occurrence of entity
id in posting lists by defining a shorter version for each entity in a particular posting. SIPs inline
information from the snippets into specially designed posting lists in order to avoid disk seeks.
In lieu of the apparent advantages of SIP, there is no reference to its retrieval process and how
Type Index and Entity Index relate to one another throughout the query process. Chakrabarti et
al. are in fact adamant that SIP's memory usage are more efficient than public-domain indexing
systems such as Lucene (Chakrabarti et al., 2011, 2012).

3.1.2. Document retrieval
Bhagdev et al. have introduced Hybrid search (Bhagdev et al., 2008), which is a document

retrieval-based system that performs search by combining keyword-based search and seman-
tic search. This is aimed at simultaneously benefiting from the generality and extensibility of
keyword-based searches and the disambiguation ability of semantic search when metadata is
available. Metadata is defined as information associated to a document that describe its context
(e.g. author, title) and content (annotating parts of a document). Hybrid search uses a standard
keyword-based engine (e.g. Solr) to index documents and allow annotation information to be
stored in the form of RDF triples. To answer a query, different components of the query (key-
words, keywords-in-context, and metadata base) are identified. To retrieve the results, keywords
of the query are sent to the traditional IR system and keyword-in-context are matched with the
origin of annotations in documents. Using SPARQL (Seaborne et al., 2008), the metadata are
converted into a full-featured, structured query language. Ultimately, all the results retrieved
from different queries are merged and ranked.

Mimir (Tablan et al., 2015; Bontcheva et al., 2014) is an integrated semantic search frame-
work, which has been designed as a web application. Mmir uses positional inverted indices
and direct indices to store text, document structure, linguistic annotations, and formal semantic
knowledge in order to retrieve related documents. Mimir considers the positional inverted index
to find the documents containing occurrences of a query term, which can include keywords, en-
tities, and annotations. The posting of these indices consist of a docId and a position and they
are sorted based on docId in a posting list. DocIds are consistent between positional inverted
index and direct index. Direct index reverses the inverted index, maps a document to a term, and
returns terms of a document with their term frequency. Indexing annotations is used to index the
structural and Natural Language Processing (NLP) generated annotations by storing annotation
IDs and their starting positions. Mimir is able to combine conventional full text Boolean retrieval,
structural annotation graph search, and SPARQL-based concept search in order to retrieve more
semantically related documents by taking into account document structure.

3.2. Semantic RDF Search
Semantic RDF search is performed by indexing RDF triples (Mika, 2010; Sakr and Al-

Naymat, 2010; Faye et al., 2012; Saruladha et al., 2010; Harth et al., 2007; Dessi and Atzori,
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2016). RDFs are indexed to answer either hybrid or structure queries. In this respect, managing
triples can be categorized into three different perspectives based on RDF, including a relational
perspective, an entity perspective, and a graph-based perspective (Oren et al., 2008; Verborgh
et al., 2016; Arenas et al., 2016). The database community has focused on the first perspective
regarding RDF management by considering an RDF graph as relational data and applying tech-
niques such as storing, indexing, and answering queries related to relational data. Techniques
developed under this perspective generally aim to support the full SPARQL language. In the re-
lational perspective, RDFs are represented either vertically or horizontally. In cases when RDFs
are represented vertically, RDF data is inserted into a single table over the relation schema (sub-
ject, predicate, object). In the horizontal representation, RDF data is stored in numerous smaller
tables. The RDF data presented in each table are conceptually related, which is an indication
that they contain related predicates. The triple predicate values are interpreted as column names
of each table and their subject values are considered as rows in the table. Therefore, for each
(subject, predicate, object) triple, the object value is considered as the cell value of the table.

Blanco et al. (Blanco et al., 2011) have introduced an effective and efficient entity search over
RDF data by defining a horizontal index, which represents RDF resources using only three fields.
The fields are assigned to tokens from values, properties, and subject URI. This is followed by
defining a vertical index in order to create a field for each property occurring in the data to
combine these indices in order to support entity search related to RDFs. They reduce the number
of fields of vertical index by categorizing properties into the three different levels of important,
neutral, and unimportant in an effort to improve the performance of the ranking process. The
most renowned relational perspective index is SIREn (Delbru et al., 2012), which is the index of
the Sindice search engine (Luo et al., 2012). SIREn uses the Inverted Index and builds its index
on Lucene by extending the inverted list component.

The IR community has introduced the entity perspective for managing RDFs. Resources
in the RDF graph are interpreted as entities in the way text documents are specified by a set
of keyword terms in common IR settings. In such settings, each entity is specified by a set of
attribute-value pairs (Luo et al., 2012). A prominent example of this group of RDF indices for
web data search is Semplore (Wang et al., 2009) which translates triples into documents, fields,
and terms so as to support the encoding of the RDF graph and be able to answer hybrid queries
(keyword-based tree-shaped queries) over RDF graphs. For instance, relation names are indexed
as terms, subjects are stored as documents, and objects of a relation are stored in the position
list. Semplore, as an information retrieval engine for querying semantic web data, supports
hybrid queries and is designed based on the inverted index philosophy. Semplore consists of
an ontology index, an entity index, and a textual index. The ontology index stores the ontology
graph of the dataset, including hierarchical concepts and relations. Entity index is tasked with the
responsibility of indexing the relationship between entities. The textual index handles all triples
with the text predicate in order to provide keyword searches for the system.

The graph-based perspective focuses on supporting navigation in the RDF graph by consider-
ing subjects and objects as nodes of the graph, and directed, labeled edges as the predicates. Gen-
eral Graph-based indexing methods are comprised of suffix array, structural index, tree labeling
schema, and distance-based indexing. Yongming et al. (Luo et al., 2012) offer a comprehensive
review of Graph-based Indexing Methods in their paper.

3.3. Indexing Data Structures
The data structure employed for constructing the index has a direct relation to query process

time and memory usage. Based on our knowledge, the inverted index is the only type of data
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structure used for indexing semantic information. However, within the keyword domain many
different types of indexes have been considered. Forward Index (Dang et al., 2015), Signature
File (Zobel et al., 1998; Witten et al., 1999), and Suffix Trees are data structures that are con-
sidered as alternatives to the inverted index. These data structures are not very suitable for use
in indexing semantic information. For example, Signature Files and Bitmaps offer faster query
processing time compared to Inverted Indices under certain circumstances but they show worse
performance compared to the Inverted Index as they use an excessive amount of space to provide
the same set of functionality (Zobel et al., 1998). Furthermore, applications that use Inverted
Indices generally have better performance than Signature Files and Bitmaps, depending on the
index size and query process time (Witten et al., 1999). In addition, Zobel et al. have demon-
strated that Signature Files are more complicated than Inverted Indices to process. For instance,
Signature Files are much larger, slower and building them is more expensive due to a variety
of parameters that need to be determined, including analysis of the data and tuning for antici-
pated queries (Zobel et al., 1998). The need for too much additional space can be considered
to be a negative aspect especially in the case of semantic information as there are much more
information to be stored compared to keyword-based information.

Several researchers have proposed to change the structure of the posting list within the In-
verted Index to decrease both processing time and memory usage. Konow et al. (Konow et al.,
2013) followed through with this method with the intention of improving the efficiency of the
Inverted Index. They proposed a new way of representing the Inverted Index based on the Treap
data structure in order to improve the efficiency (query process time and space usage) of the In-
verted Index data structure. Treap was used to represent docId and T F ordering of a posting list
so as to efficiently carry out ranked intersection and union algorithms. The study by Konow et
al. also revealed that their particular index uses 18% less space than the state-of-the-art Inverted
Index in addition to decreasing the query process time. The same index structure has been used
in our work for the first time to index semantic information. A thorough review of the literature
reveals that Wavelet Trees and Treaps have not been considered previously for indexing seman-
tic information and Inverted Indices have been the primary data structure in this domain. We
systematically evaluate Inverted Indices, Wavelet Trees and Treaps for the purpose of indexing
semantic information.

4. Proposed Semantic Index

A semantic search engine retrieves documents on the basis of the similarity of the entities
and the keywords that are observed within the document and query spaces (Tablan et al., 2015).
In order to be able to determine similarity, a combination of entities, keywords and entity types
need to be properly indexed. The objective of our work is to identify the most suitable indexing
data structures that allow us to efficiently store and retrieve these three types of information.

The focus of our work is not only to adopt a data structure but also to customize one or a
collection of data structures that provide the possibility for performing Boolean retrieval and
ranked retrieval in an efficient way. Our work will need to cover a combination of keywords,
entities and types. There are different ways to combine the required information for such an
index to answer semantic queries as efficiently as possible. For instance, ESTER (Bast et al.,
2007) adds semantic information to a context as artificial words but in Broccoli (Bast et al.,
2012a) two indices are considered: one for indexing relations (ontology) and the other one for
keywords. ESTER defines the occurs-with relation between entities and keywords that occurred
in the same context, and this type of relations is added to the relation index, which is used during
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the query process to show association between keywords and entities. The data structure of
Broccoli index is HYB [35]. Furthermore, the Entity Engine (Li et al., 2010b) uses two types of
posting lists to integrate semantic entity information and keywords. The co-occurrence between
keywords and entities is defined based on their position in the documents, which allows the Entity
Engine to implicitly relate these two posting lists.

4.1. Our Proposed Semantic Hybrid Index

We integrate keyword, entity and type information by building three separate indices, namely
the Keyword Index, Entity Index, and Type Index. The reason for considering these three indices
is that the information that needs to be stored for each keyword, entity and type are not the
same. For example, a type posting would need to store super-types, sub-types and type instances,
while an entity posting would only consist of information such as docIds, entity frequencies and
confidence values.

To promote our indices for supporting proximity search, we also need to store the occurrence
position of each entity or keyword in the text. In order to find an entity in a document, two
positions (start position and end position) of an entity are needed since each entity mention
can consist of more than one keyword (e.g. ‘recommender systems’). Table 2 presents the
information that needs to be stored in each keyword posting, entity posting and type posting-list.

Keyword
• Document ID (docId)

• Term Frequency (TF)

Entity

• Document ID (docId)

• Term Frequency (TF)

• Confidence Value (CV)

Type

• List of its SuperTypes

• List of its SubTypes)

• List of its Entities/Instances

Table 2: information in each keyword posting, entity posting and type posting list.

In the following sections, we will briefly introduce the types of information that are stored in
each index.

4.1.1. Keyword Index
The commonly used text index is referred to as the Keyword Index in our work. The posting

lists of our Keyword Index contain one posting per distinct document in which the keyword
has occurred. The Keyword Index stores the docId and the corresponding T F of the keyword
in that document. This index needs to be flexible enough for any kind of retrieval algorithm
especially ranked retrieval algorithms. It often stores term frequency information that allows
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for the computation of TF-IDF, BM25 or any other scoring function for ranking. However,
the complete weight computation needs to be done at query time, which increases query process
time. Keyword Index can answer common queries (e.g., “what is a telescope”) on its own without
the need for consulting the other two indices.

4.1.2. Entity Index
The Entity Index stores information about the entities that have been detected in a document

through the use of semantic annotation or entity linking systems. Each posting list of the Entity
Index stores information related to a given entity including the documents where it has been
observed, the frequency of that entity in the document and also the confidence value (CV) of the
entity in that document produced by the entity linking system.

4.1.3. Type Index
The Type Index stores structural information about entity types in order to enable reasoning

on entities and their types during the retrieval process, e.g., to perform query expansion. Such
an index would enable us to retrieve documents that do not have the terms moon and astronaut
but include the term “Neil Armstrong” by considering the mentioned entities and their types.
Within the Type Index, we store super-types, sub-types and instances of all of the types in our
knowledge base. Thus, the posting list of each type is composed of three lists for each of the
sub-types, super-types and instances.

4.2. Integrating Keyword, Entity and Type Indices

Defining relations between the Keyword, Entity and Type indices is important since their
integration provides the means to perform additional reasoning for optimally connecting the
query and document spaces. The relation and flow of information between these indices are
shown in red dashed lines in Figure 1. The Entity Index serves as an interface between the
Keyword Index and the Type Index since there are no explicit relations between Keywords and
Types.

Let us review the case of query expansion to show how the integration of the three indices
can support semantic interpretation of queries that were not possible before. Given an input
query that consists of at least one entity, the Type index can be consulted to find the type, super-
types, sub-types and/or instances related to the entity. The identification of the types in the type
hierarchy that relate to the mentioned entities in the query would allow us to expand the query
by adding semantically related entities into the query. For instance, for a query such as “first
astronaut to walk on Mars”, two entities can be spotted in the query, namely “astronaut” and
“Mars”. The Type Index would inform us that “Astronaut” is a sub-type of “Person” and that it
has several instances such as “Yuri Gagarin” and “Neil Armstrong”. It would further tell us that
“Mars” is of type “Planet”. The result for such a query would be the intersection of “Mars” and
“Astronaut”. However, given this would likely be an empty set, one can use the extended type
information from the Type Index to expand the query. For instance, based on the Type Index,
other instances of the “Planet” type could be added to the query, e.g., “Moon”, that could lead to
a reasonable result.

We will present different integration strategies for combining the Entity and Keyword Indices
in Section 6.2. These integration strategies are categorized into two groups: homogeneous hybrid
indices and heterogeneous hybrid indices. In the former, the data structure of the Entity Index
and Keyword Index is the same; hence, the term homogeneous semantic hybrid index. On the
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other hand, integrating heterogeneous hybrid indices is used when the data structure of the Entity
Index is not the same as that of the Keyword Index. Integration approaches in this group consist
of list-based integration and non-list-based integration.

5. Semantic Hybrid Index Data Structures

As discussed earlier and based on the characteristics provided in Table 1, Wavelet Trees,
Treaps and HashMaps are adopted as the data structures for constructing the three types of in-
dices. We will discuss how these three data structures can be efficiently adopted as an indexing
data structure.

In the following sections, we show how the three indices can be represented by each of the
three data structures.

5.1. Treap Indices
Treap has recently been adopted as a new representation format for storing the inverted index

that leads to decreased query process time and memory usage compared to the other state-of-
art inverted indices (Konow et al., 2013). Using Treap as a posting list data structure gives the
opportunity to store postings based on docId and weight (e.g. TF, TFIDF) at the same time. This
structure provides the ability to support ranked queries efficiently.

5.1.1. Treap-based Keyword Index
Here, the structure of the Keyword Index is based on the inverted index philosophy by repre-

senting each posting list as a Treap (Konow et al., 2013). Each posting is considered to be a node
of the Treap in such a way that docId is the node key value and T F is the node priority value.
The postings in a posting list are sorted incrementally and stored based on docId while a heap
ordering on T F is maintained.

5.1.2. Treap-based Entity Index
The Entity Index can be built using a Treap in a similar way to the Keyword Index with the

exception that each Entity posting consists of docId, T F and CV based on Section 4.1. Given
that each node of the Treap can only consist of one value pair, i.e., key value and priority value,
we need to make some modifications so that additional information can be stored. To this end,
we combine the T F and CV values to produce a priority value for the nodes in the Treap. The
combination approach needs to be able to encode and decode quickly since the time of encoding
and decoding affects the query process time. The priority value is built by concatenating the
value of T F, a “0” character and the value of CV multiplied by 103. For instance, if T F is 10 and
CV is 0.1 then their combination would be 100100. To decode this sequence, we start from the
right side of this sequence and move until we find the first zero after seeing a number between 1
and 9. Then the numbers on the right side of the zero provide the CV value and the left side is
the T F value.

5.1.3. Treap-based Type Index
Adopting the Treap structure for the Type Index is not possible since the posting lists of a

Type Index consist of three independent lists: super-types, sub-types and entities. Treaps can
only represent a list of pairs (key, priority) or two lists that can be transformed into a list of
pairs. Furthermore, maintaining a heap ordering on the information within the Type Index does
not have any meaning, which is required by the Treap. Therefore, the Treap structure cannot be
considered as a data structure for our Type Index.
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5.2. Wavelet Tree Indices

The Wavelet Tree data structure has already been widely used for keyword-based indexing
in inverted indices, document retrieval indices, and full-text indices (Konow and Navarro, 2012;
Gagie et al., 2012; Navarro, 2014; Navarro and Puglisi, 2010; Gog and Petri, 2015). However,
it has not yet been explored to represent Type and Entity information. We consider the Wavelet
Tree as one candidate data structure in our work.

5.2.1. Wavelet Tree-based Keyword Index
The structure of the Keyword Index based on Wavelet Trees can be adopted from the dual

sorted inverted list (Konow and Navarro, 2012; Navarro and Puglisi, 2010). According to this,
postings of the Keyword posting lists are sorted by decreasing T F. A posting list associated with
a keyword t is converted to two lists: a list of docIdsS t[1, d ft] and a list of T Fs Wt[1, d ft] by
keeping their order. The number of documents where the term t appears is shown with d ft. This
process is done for all keywords in the corpus, then all lists S t are concatenated into a unique
list S [1, n] which is represented by a Wavelet Tree. Here, n is the number of distinct keywords
in the corpus. The starting position of each S t is marked in a bitvector V[1, n] to know the
boundary of each S t ∈ S . Given the fact that there are many equal values in a list Wt, in order
to save space, only the non-zero differences between these values are stored in the list Wt[1,m]
where m ≤ d ft. All lists Wt are concatenated into a unique list W[1,M],M ≤ n. Then places
of nonzero differences are specified in a bitmap W ′[1, n], which is aligned with S . So, the T F
value of t for a document in position i of S is extracted using W[rank1(W ′, i)] instead of W[i].
Query rank1(W ′, i) returns the number of 1s in W ′ till reaching position i, which is the number
of non-zero differences.

5.2.2. Wavelet Tree-based Entity Index
The structure of the Entity Index is similar to that of the Keyword Index. Accordingly,

postings of an entity posting list are sorted in descending order based on T F and each posting
list is transferred to two lists, docIds and the combination of T Fs and CV s (weights). The
combination of T F and CV values of each posting is achieved using the strategy used for Treaps.
The list of docIds S and list of weight W are created through the technique used for the Keyword
Index. However, the value of weights is significantly larger than keyword T Fs and the number
of repeated weights among them is fewer in each posting list. To make this approach more
practical, we define an arbitrary start value of “104” based on our scheme instead of just using 1
for the weight, because it is the first possible value of the weight of an entity since weight is the
combination value of T F and CV . The base weight is specified based on the possible minimum
value for the T F and CV in our corpus. The reason we do not consider two lists for storing
T F and CV is that extracting each of these values individually needs more time compared to the
proposed approach.

5.2.3. Wavelet Tree-based Type Index
The Type Index is presented with three Wavelet Trees, namely Subtypes Wavelet Tree, Su-

pertypes Wavelet Tree and Entities (instances of a type) Wavelet Tree. Let S bt be a list of all
subtype identifiers (subtypeIds) of a type t. We propose to concatenate all lists S bt for all types
in the corpus into a unique list S b[1, l]. To know the boundary of a list S bt as suggested by
Vlimki et al. (Saruladha et al., 2010), we insert a 0 at the end of each S bt in S b[1, l + T ], where
T is the number of available types observed at least once in the corpus. The reason for choosing
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0 as a symbol to determine the boundary of each S bt in S b is that the subtypeIds are larger than
0. The related information of a type with type identifier (typeId) i is between position p and q
in S b where p = select0(S b, i) and q = select0(S b, i + 1). For example, all subtypeIds between
second and third 0 in S b belong to the type whose typeId is three. We need to insert 0 for an
empty list S bt because this gives us the ability to count the number of 0s in S b with the rank
function to know the typeId of a subtype in S b. The Subtype Wavelet Tree presents the list S b
containing symbols from the alphabet [0,H] where H is the number of available subtypes in the
corpus. The Supertypes Wavelet Tree and Entities Wavelet Tree are created in the same way we
create the Subtypes Wavelet Tree.

function getTypeId(x, S )
num← rankx(S , S lenght) . x is a super-typeId/subtypeId/entityId
i← 1 . S is a super-types/subtypes/entities sequence

while i ≤ num do
p← selectx(S , i)
typeIds← rank0(S , p) + 1 . All types of x is stored in typeIds
i← i + 1

end while
return typeIds

end function

1

Figure 5: Function getTypeId returns all types of entities observed in the input, which are in the corpus.

These three Wavelet Trees support all necessary properties of the Type Index as discussed
in Section 4.1.3. For instance, to find all types that contain the given input (subtype/ super-
type/ entity), each subsequence of subtypes, super-types and entities between two 0s can be
checked by calling the Wavelet Tree select query. Whenever the result of select is not null, we
use the Wavelet Tree rank function to extract the typeId by counting all 0s till that position plus
1. Function getTypeId in Figure 5 gives the pseudocode for this task of the Wavelet Tree Type
Index.

5.3. HashMap Indices

The method for building the three HashMap Indices are similar to each other and the only
difference between them is the structure of their posting list as mentioned in Section 2. The keys
and values of a HashMap index are entries of the inverted index vocabulary and their related
posting lists, respectively. For instance, the entities of the corpus are the keys of the HashMap-
based Entity Index and the entity posting list of each entity is considered as the value of that
key. Each posting list can be seen as a list of postings, where each posting belongs to a distinct
document where the entity appears in.

6. Query Processing

Query process strategies are categorized into two main groups, namely Term-At-A-Time
(TAAT) (Broder et al., 2003) and Document-At-A-Time (DAAT) approaches (Konow et al.,
2013; Konow and Navarro, 2012; Navarro and Puglisi, 2010), based on how posting lists are
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traversed (Broder et al., 2003). The former technique processes the terms of the query one by
one and it is a popular strategy for processing Boolean queries (Konow et al., 2013; Konow and
Navarro, 2012). To support TAAT, the documents in each posting list are sorted by descending
weight, e.g., based on TF-IDF or BM25. On the other hand, DAAT traverses all posting lists of
query terms in parallel to find the same document in all posting lists. Posting lists need to be
sorted by increasing docId to satisfy this technique.

In our work, query processing is composed of retrieving results of the Keyword, Entity and
Type Indices, and integrating the results of the Entity and Keyword Indices to retrieve the final
results. Processing ranked queries and Boolean intersection queries on Treap and Wavelet Tree
Indices are performed based on the DAAT. Retrieval algorithms of Boolean intersection queries
and ranked intersection queries on HashMap Indices are implemented based on the TAAT while
ranked union queries are processed based on the DAAT approach. In the following sections, we
propose to use efficient query process algorithms for ranked queries and Boolean intersection
queries.

6.1. Processing Methods

6.1.1. Treap Query Processing
Processing ranked intersection and ranked union queries on the Treap has been introduced

by Konow et al. (Konow et al., 2013). In these query processing algorithms, the posting lists
are traversed synchronously to find documents containing all or some of the query terms, and
in order to calculate the final weight of documents. For this purpose, a priority queue is used
to store the top-k results and a dynamic lower boundary (θ) is adopted after the priority queue
size reaches k. This provides the ability to skip documents with a weight less than θ. The value
of θ is updated whenever the size of the priority queue reaches k + 1 and the document with
the minimum weight is removed from the priority queue. Furthermore, the decreasing priority
value (T F property) of Treaps offers the upper bound U for documents in the subtrees since
the T F of the parent is larger than the T Fs of its children. Because of the upper bound, it is
possible to determine when to stop moving down the Treap (U < θ). Treaps have been shown to
be more efficient than Wavelet Trees and some implementations of the Inverted Index (Konow
et al., 2013). The ranked query process algorithms of Konow et.al (Konow et al., 2013) have been
adopted in our work. We modify the rank intersection algorithm by removing θ, U and k from
the algorithm to support processing Boolean intersection queries based on the DAAT approach.
Consequently, all common documents of query posting lists are identified by simultaneously
traversing Treaps.

6.1.2. Wavelet Tree Query Process
The work in (Konow and Navarro, 2012; Navarro and Puglisi, 2010; Navarro et al., 2015)

use the Wavelet Tree structure to represent the posting lists sorted by decreasing T F. This data
structure supports ordering by increasing docIds implicitly and efficiently with the help of its
leaves ordered by ascending docIds (Konow et al., 2013). The authors implement approximate
ranked unions and (exact) ranked intersections for ranked union queries and ranked intersection
queries, respectively based on the TAAT and DAAT-like approaches. The ranked intersection
of a Wavelet Tree is even faster than a well-known Inverted Index (Block-Max) (Konow et al.,
2013). The main idea of the Wavelet Tree query processing is subdividing the universe of docIds
recursively to identify the final documents efficiently. The ranked query process of Wavelet
Trees face the problem of not knowing frequencies until reaching an individual document, which
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causes efficiency issues in the Wavelet Tree (Konow et al., 2013). The Wavelet Tree represents
the input sequence, which is constructed by concatenating all posting lists S t that consist of only
the docIds. T F values are stored in a separate sequence W aligned with docIds sequence (Konow
and Navarro, 2012; Navarro and Puglisi, 2010).

The ranked union query can be processed based on Persin’s algorithm (Persin et al., 1996)
by defining a function to retrieve the kth value of an interval, which gives the prefix of S t where
T F values are greater than the threshold, which is computed by an exponential search on W. The
results are ordered by increasing docIds in order to merge them with the set of accumulators
which are ordered based on docId. Ranked union queries are processed rapidly by early stop, so
we cannot be sure the reported weight of each document is fully scored/evaluated (Broder et al.,
2003).

According to (Konow and Navarro, 2012; Navarro and Puglisi, 2010), the ranked intersection
query process is based on finding the query terms intervals S q[sq, eq] and then sorting them from
shortest to longest. The process starts from the root and descends simultaneously to the left and
right and updates the start and end points of all intervals until one of the intervals is empty or
it reaches the leaves, which are the result documents of the intersection. The reason that the
process stops going down during the process is that there cannot be any common document from
that subtree of the Wavelet Tree. The start and end point of each interval is updated based on
[rankc(S , (sq1)) + 1, rankc(S , eq)] and the value of c is 0 when it is going to the left child, and
c = 1 on the right child. The result of a ranked intersection query is sorted based on increasing
docId because the leaves of the Wavelet Tree are ordered from the first to last symbol of the
alphabet. The T Fs of the result documents are calculated, and then the top-k result documents
with the highest weights are returned.

The Boolean intersection and the Boolean union queries are also processed by adopting
ranked intersection algorithms. The traversal of a Wavelet Tree in Boolean union queries is
stopped whenever all intervals are empty instead of just one interval being empty. Our ranked
intersection and Boolean queries are processed based on (Konow and Navarro, 2012). We define
our ranked union query process algorithm by changing two parts of the Boolean union query
process algorithm. First, the interval of each query term is modified to the interval [sq, sq + k]
if sq + k < se. This means that the length of all intervals is less than or equal to k. The reason
for changing the end point of each query term intervals is that docIds in each sequence S t are
sorted in a descending order by their T F and we need to find the top-k documents. Therefore,
we union between just the top-k docIds of each query interval and retrieve the top-k documents
among them with the help of a min-priority queue with size k. This algorithm is an approximate
ranked union since all documents and their weights are not considered.

6.1.3. HashMap Query Processing
The implemented processing algorithms for ranked intersection and Boolean intersection

queries are based on the TAAT approach. Postings in the posting lists are sorted in an ascending
order by their docIds. To process Boolean intersection, we sort the posting lists of query terms
based on their length and then use the set-vs-set (svs) algorithm (Barbay et al., 2009) for multi-
lists to identify the common documents. The svs approach intersects multiple list by intersecting
two of the shortest lists then intersecting the result with the next shortest one, and so on. The
svs approach is the best approach for retrieving results of intersection queries compared to other
approaches which are evaluated in the work by Barbey et al. (Barbay et al., 2009). The process
of ranked intersection queries returns documents by a post processing step for finding the top-k
documents of those retrieved from Boolean intersection. Retrieving results of ranked intersection
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queries based on the result of the Boolean intersection queries has already been used in earlier
works (Konow et al., 2013). The WAND algorithm (Weak AND, or Weighted AND) (Broder
et al., 2003; Petri et al., 2013) has been implemented to retrieve the results of ranked union
queries. WAND retrieves the results based on the DAAT approach.

6.2. Integration of Entity and Keyword Indices

The retrieved documents from the Entity and Keyword indices need to be integrated to pro-
duce the final result. Our proposed integration approaches can be categorized into two groups:
Homogenous Integration and Heterogeneous Integration. These approaches are used to process
ranked queries and Boolean intersection queries.

To process a query such as “astronaut walk on the Moon”, a relation between the Keyword
Index and Entity Index needs to be found as discussed in Section 1. We assume the query is
annotated so in this example “walk” is a keyword, “astronaut” and “moon” are entities. The
query can simplistically2 be processed based on the following steps: (1) look for occurrences
of “astronaut” and/or “moon” in documents within the Entity Index. (2) Retrieve all instances,
subtypes and super-types related to query entities(s) from the Type Index if the results of the
Entity Index are not adequate (e.g. less than k for top-k queries). (3) Search the Keyword Index
to return documents that contain the keyword “walk”. (4) Integrate the results of the Keyword
Index and Entity Index based on the docIds. (5) If the number of documents in final results is
less than k, then we can add result documents of the Entity Index assuming that entities are more
relevant for search than pure keywords.

In the above process, Step (4) is both challenging and expensive because the separate result
document sets from Steps (1) and (3) are often large so integrating them is expensive (Bast
et al., 2012b). Therefore, the method of integrating the result documents of the Entity Index and
Keyword Index has a direct impact on the efficiency of query processing.

6.2.1. Homogenous Integration
In the homogenous integration approach, we integrate the result documents of the Key-

word Index and Entity Index based on two approaches, namely list-based and non-list-based
approaches. In the former, the results of the Entity and Keyword Indices are combined based
on list intersection and list union algorithms. The integration of the Keyword and Entity Indices
using the non-list-based approach is done during the query process of the Keyword Index (step
3); thus Step (4) is removed for processing a query based on this integration approach. The in-
tegration approach of the Treap semantic hybrid index and Wavelet Tree semantic hybrid index
(processing ranked queries) are implemented based on the non-list-based approach.

-Homogenous Treap Integration
There is no need for explicitly integrating the Treap-based Keyword and Entity Indices since

the data structure of both indices is the Treap and the Treap retrieval algorithm (Konow et al.,
2013) processes all Treaps of the query terms in parallel. Thus, the Entity posting lists and Key-
word posting lists are processed simultaneously to retrieve the final result. Therefore, we do not
need extra time for integrating the Treap-based Keyword and Treap-based Entity Indices. This
can be considered to be an important advantage of the Treap data structure over the other data

2Just to note that the query process enumerated here is not optimal and is just provided to discuss the integration of
different indices.
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structures.

-Homogenous HashMap Integration
The outputs of the HashMap-based Entity and Keyword Indices are integrated based on the

list intersection (svs) and list union (Merge) algorithms. The results of the ranked intersection
queries can be less than k since two lists are intersected with size k. In this situation, we use Step
5 to return up to k documents. In contrast, the number of retrieved documents of ranked union
queries can be larger than k; in this case, the top-k among them are retrieved.

-Homogenous Wavelet Tree Integration
In the Wavelet Tree-based Indices, the results of the ranked queries are integrated implicitly

based on the non-list-based approach. This means that the integration procedure is done during
processing the Wavelet Tree-based Keyword Index. The integration procedure for processing
ranked intersection queries (top-k) on the Wavelet Tree Indices includes the following steps:

1. Retrieve the result documents of processing ranked intersection queries on the Entity index
(Section 6.1). The number of retrieved documents is k.

2. Find the intervals rq = [sq, eq] of the query keywords Q with the help of the start position
for q ∈ Q in S . eq = select1(S p, kId) and sq = select1(S p, (kId − 1)) where kId is the
keyword identifier.

3. Search each document d from the retrieved documents of the Entity index in all inter-
vals of the query keywords by checking the occurrences of d in each interval [sq, eq],
is-occurred = rankd(S , eq) − rankd(S , sq). If is-occurred is greater than zero in all inter-
vals, then d is inserted into the final document set (R).

4. Calculate the T F values of the documents in R on the Wavelet Tree-based Keyword index.

5. If the number of documents is less than k after Step 3, add documents, which are retrieved
in Step 1 but are not in R, retaining their order until the number of the final result documents
reaches k.

6. Calculate the weight of each document d in the final result documents by adding the T F
of d in the Keyword Index and weight of d in the Entity Index.

The process of integrating the Entity and Keyword Indices for ranked union queries requires
changing Step 3 of the above procedure to accept d as the result document if the is-occurred of
d is greater than zero for at least one interval of the query keywords.

We do not use the above procedure to retrieve the results of Boolean intersection queries
because the number of documents that are returned from processing this type of query on the
Entity Index is significantly larger than k. Consequently, the above procedure is not efficient for
integrating retrieval results of Boolean intersection queries on the Wavelet Tree-based Indices.
Therefore, we integrate the documents of processing Boolean intersection queries on the Entity
index and Keyword Index by using the intersection algorithm for two lists, i.e. svs.
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6.2.2. Heterogeneous Integration
Besides the integration of Keyword and Entity Indices that are of the same data structure

type, it is also possible to integrate two indices when they are built from two different data struc-
ture types. For instance, the Keyword Index can be built using a Wavelet Tree while the Entity
Index is constructed using a Treap. On this basis, six combinations of the Treap, Wavelet Tree
and HashMap data structures are defined for their integration. We will show in Section 7 that one
of the heterogeneous integrations is more efficient than the other indices for processing ranked
intersection queries. The integration approaches for this type of index is implemented using the
svs and merging algorithms. We use both non-list-based and list-based approaches that are ex-
plained in Section 6.2.1, to find the most efficient integration method for heterogeneous indices.

-List-based Integration
In the list-based integration approach, the retrieval results of the query evaluation on the

Entity and Keyword Indices are considered as a list of docId along with their T Fs. To evalu-
ate ranked intersection queries and Boolean intersection queries, these two lists are integrated
(intersected) using the svs algorithm. If the number of final results is less than k for ranked inter-
section queries, we use the same method that is explained for integrating HashMap-based indices
(Section 6.2.1) to retrieve k documents. For performing ranked union for each index, we merge
the two result lists along with updating the T F of the documents if they occurred in both lists.
The result of merging two result lists is stored in the min-priority queue to return only the top-k
docIds and their associated T F.

-Non-list-based Integration
Treap is a more efficient data structure for implementing the Keyword Index compared to

Wavelet Tree and HashMaps. The results reported by Konow et al. (Konow et al., 2013) also
reinforce our findings, presented in Section 7, confirming that Treap is an efficient data structure
for the homogeneous indices. Therefore, we decided to use Treaps for integrating Keyword and
Entity Indices when the data structure of one of these two indices is a Treap. This non-list-based
method is called Treap Integration. The first step is to evaluate a query on an index whose data
structure is a Wavelet Tree or HashMap. Second, a new Treap is built for the retrieved results
based on the docId and T F of the retrieved documents. Note that the time for building a Treap is
O(log n) where n is the number of nodes in the Treap. The final step is to evaluate the query on
all of the Treaps based on the algorithm, which is explained in Section 6.2. The heterogeneous
index is converted into a homogeneous Treap that can be used for integration as explained earlier.

We define a non-list-based method when the data structure of either the Entity or Keyword
Indices is not a Treap. In such cases, the integration is performed using the Wavelet Tree, since
we are interested in evaluating a query without using list-based algorithms. To evaluate ranked
intersection queries, first, these queries are processed as Boolean intersection queries on the
index which is built using HashMaps and the result documents are sorted based on descending
T F. So the retrieved documents with higher T F are processed earlier than other documents.
Then, we check the existence of each retrieved document on each query interval S t[s, e] of the
Wavelet Tree-based index with query is-occurred = rankd(S t, e) − rankd(S t, s). If is-occurred is
greater than zero for all query intervals, then d is one of the final documents. The final documents
are stored in a min-priority queue with size k. Query processing is stopped as soon as the min-
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priority queue is full. The only difference between ranked intersection and Boolean intersection
algorithms is that in Boolean intersection, we do not store the final documents in a min-priority
heap since all common documents need to be retrieved.

Ranked union queries are processed by retrieving the result of ranked union queries on the
HashMap Index. If the data structure of the Entity Index is a HashMap, then the weight of the
document is updated. Otherwise, we find the documents, which are the result of a ranked union
query of the HashMap index, which occurs at least in one of the query intervals of the Wavelet
Tree-based Index and update their T F. If the number of the documents in the final results is less
than k, then we process ranked union queries on the Wavelet Tree and add new documents to the
final results.

The result of ranked queries of the non-list-based method might not have the exact score
since we stop as soon as k documents are found. The summary of a query evaluation based on
non-list-based of heterogeneous integration is presented in Table 3.

Index 1 Index 2 Retrieval steps

Treap Wavelet Tree/ HashMap

1. Query on Wavelet Tree/HashMap

2. Build a Treap from the results of Step 1

3. Evaluate the on all Treaps

Wavelet Tree HashMap

1. Query evaluation on the HashMap

2. Check the results of Step 1 in the
Wavelet Tree

3. Only process ranked union queries if
the data structure of the Entity Index
is a Wavelet Tree. Evaluate the ranked
union queries on the Wavelet Tree.

Table 3: The query evaluation procedure for non-list integration

6.3. Query Process on the Type Index

The Type Index processing algorithm only relates to the data structure of the Type Index and
it does not depend on the type of the queries. The input and the output of the Type Index are
entities of a query and a list of related concepts (types, entities, super-types, and/or subtypes).
As explained, the Type Index can be either implemented with Wavelet Tree or HashMap. Treap
is not used as a data structure for the Type Index based on the discussion in Section 5.1.

6.3.1. Query Processing on HashMap-based Type Index
The HashMap Type Index maps each type to its posting list, which consists of three lists:

super-types, sub-types and entities of that type. The first step of Type Index query process is
to find related types of each query entity. We use a map to store the type(s) of each entity so
retrieving the type of a concept is achieved quickly in O(1).
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6.3.2. Query Processing on Wavelet Tree-based Type Index
The combination of super-type Wavelet Tree, sub-type Wavelet Tree and entities Wavelet

Tree is called the Wavelet Tree Type Index as described in Section 5.2. This Type Index does not
need a map for assigning the query entities to the types. The getTypeId function (see Figure 5)
is used to find the related types (T ) of a query entity.

function GetRelatedList(wt, tId)
start ← select0(wt, (tId − 1)) . tId is a typeId
end ← select0(wt, tId) − 1 . wt is a wavelet tree
i← 1

while start < end do
results← wt[i]

end while
return results . All entities of tId is stored in results

end function

1

Figure 6: Function getRelatedList returns the subtypes/super-types/entities of the input type (tId) according to the
Wavelet Tree Type.

To retrieve the list of related entities, sub-types and super-types of each T , we give each of
the entities sequence (S e), subtypes sequence (S b) and super-types sequence (S p) as the input to
the getRelatedList function in Figure 6, respectively. In this function, the start and end positions
of the input sequence are found, then all identifiers between these two positions are returned. For
example, the result of getRelatedList (S e, t) is a list of entities whose type is t and the result of
getRelatedList (S b, t) is a list of subtypes of type t.

7. Experiments and Results

7.1. Experimental Setup
We chose 5 million random documents of the English-language Web pages from the ClueWeb09

corpus (ClueWeb09 English 1), which contains 7, 910, 158 different terms in the vocabulary. We
tokenized and parsed the collection using OpenNLP and the Porter Stemmer, respectively. Free-
base annotations of the ClueWeb Corpora (FACC1) (Gabrilovich et al., 2013) are used as our an-
notation text to extract entities and types of the selected documents. There are 1, 112, 566 entities
and 1, 302 types in the selected documents. We used the Million query track 2009 queries dataset
since they are annotated based on Freebase to evaluate the query process times. The queries had
different numbers of keywords and entities from a range of 1 to 8 terms (entities/keywords). In
order to have queries that included four keywords and four entities, we combined more than one
query. Our experiments were performed on an Intel 2 x Xeon E5-2620V2 CPU running Ubuntu
12.04 at 2.1 GHz with 64.00 GB of RAM. All implementations were done in Java. We compared
the query process time of ranked queries and Boolean intersection queries for all homogeneous
indices and heterogeneous indices. In all figures presented in the following sections, the num-
ber of entities and keywords of the queries are clearly mentioned to show their impact on query
process performance.

To find the most efficient and practical data structure, we evaluate:
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1. the relation between indexing data structures and query process time;

2. the impact of different integration models on query process time;

3. the effect of query expansion using semantic information on query process time.

We use the abbreviated name for all indices, which are presented in Table 4. The first col-
umn and first row of the table specify the data structure of the Entity Index and Keyword Index,
respectively. As an example of how this table can be interpreted, TH is the abbreviation of a het-
erogeneous index, which consists of the Treap-based Entity Index and HashMap-based Keyword
Index.

Keyword Index
Treap HashMap Wavelet Tree

Entity Index
Treap TT TH TW

HashMap HT HH HW
Wavelet Tree WT WH WW

Table 4: The Abbreviation of Indices

We present the query process time of ranked queries and Boolean intersection queries of all
these indices in the following sub-sections. These results are compared based on their sensitivity
to query length along with the effect of modifying the number of entities and keywords in the
queries. Also, we evaluate the effect of changing k from 10 to 20 on query process time of ranked
queries for all the indices.

7.2. Processing Time

7.2.1. Query Process Time of Homogeneous Indices
As will be shown in this section, while query process time increases as query length is in-

creased, the growth rate of the query process time is different between the various homogeneous
indices. The number of entities and keywords of queries do not affect the query process time of
these indices. For example, the query process time is very similar for queries with three entities
and one keyword and queries with one entity and three keywords. We will explain more about
the effect of these features for ranked and Boolean intersection queries.

Ranked Intersection
The ranked intersection query process time of the three homogeneous indices, namely HH, TT
and WW, are presented for k = 10 and k = 20 in Figure 7. The query process time increases
when the query length increases independently of the number of keywords and entities of the
query. The sensitivity of the homogeneous indices to query length ranging from least sensitive
to most sensitive is TT, HH and WT. Treap is less sensitive to query length, which is contrary
to the results mentioned in previous work (Konow et al., 2013). The reason for our observation
may be that we employ these data structures in an integrated approach where information in the
Keyword and Entity Indices are integrated to prepare the final search result; while in (Konow
et al., 2013) the data structures are tested solely on a Keyword Index.

The query process time of TT, HH and WW increases when the value of k increases. WW is
more sensitive to query length than the other indices. Figure 7 shows that the query process time
of TT is more sensitive to k than HH and WW as noted in (Bast et al., 2012b; Bast and Celikik,
2011) given the fact that the rate of increase of the query process time by changing k from 10 to
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20 in TT is larger than HH and WW. Also, TT is still the fastest choice for retrieving ranked inter-
section results among the other indices. The main reason, which causes the difference between
TT and HH is their ranked retrieval algorithms. The Treap ranked intersection algorithm just
finds the top-k documents by skipping documents whose weights are lower than the threshold
(calculated based on the current top-k candidate set) (Konow et al., 2013) which is completely
different from retrieving the kth highest documents after performing a full Boolean intersection
(Section 6.1). Also, this algorithm explains why there is only a small difference between the
query process time of HH for k = 10 and k = 20.
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Figure 7: Time performance for ranked intersection for varying number of entities and keywords for k = 10 (top row)
and k = 20 (bottom row).

Ranked Union
The results of the query process time of ranked union queries when k = 10 and k = 20 are
presented for HH, TT and WW in Figure 8. HH is the most efficient data structure among all
indices for processing ranked union queries. Also, these results show the WAND algorithm is
a practical algorithm for processing this type of query. The ranked union query process time of
HH is around one third of that for TT. Also, it is less sensitive to query length compared to TT
and WW. Changing the value of k from 10 to 20 has the least effect on the query process time of
HH. However, query process time for WW significantly increases with the increase in the value
of k.
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Figure 8: Time performance for ranked unions for varying number of entities and keywords in the query and using k =

10 (top row) and k = 20 (bottom row).

Boolean Intersection
Figure 9 shows the query process time of Boolean intersection queries for all homogeneous
indices. The query process time of TT is less than those of the other indices. WW has the
worst query process time on Boolean intersection since the method of calculating and retrieving
T F of a document in Wavelet Tree is much more time consuming compared to the other data
structures. Boolean intersection processing time is higher than ranked intersection for all data
structures except the HashMap structure because of the HashMap ranked intersection algorithm
as explained earlier in the ranked intersection section.

The Boolean intersection time of WW is much higher than the query process time of its
ranked intersection and ranked union counterparts. The main reason is that the Wavelet Tree
ranked query algorithm follows the strategy of early stop during query processing. Also, the
number of results is significantly larger than k and therefore more weights need to be computed
to prepare the results of Boolean intersection queries.

7.2.2. Query Process Time of Heterogeneous Indices
To find the most efficient data structure for our Semantic Hybrid Index among Treap, Wavelet

Tree and HashMap, we evaluate the query process time of all heterogeneous indices as presented
in Table 4. The query process times of Boolean intersection, ranked intersection and ranked
union when k is 20 are shown in this section. All the results are presented based on the list-
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Figure 9: Boolean intersection process time for queries, which contain zero to four keywords and entities so the query
length can be between 1 to 8.

based approach, which retrieves the final result documents more rapidly than the non-list-based
approach according to the results in Section 7.2.3.

Ranked Intersection
Figure 10 shows the query process time of all heterogeneous indices for ranked intersection. The
indices built by combining Treap and HashMap (HT, TH) are more efficient in terms of process-
ing time than other heterogeneous indices. The query process times of HT and TH increase when
the length of queries increase. However, TH processes the ranked intersection queries faster than
HT; thus the most efficient heterogeneous index for processing ranked intersection queries is TH.

The next most efficient group of heterogeneous indices is built by combining Wavelet Tree
and Treap. The effect of increasing the number of entities in queries on the query process time
for WT is very small compared to the consequences of increasing the number of keywords in
queries. Therefore, the query process time of WT is more sensitive to the number of keywords in
queries. Instead, the query process time of TW is more sensitive to the number of entities in the
queries. These two results show the effect of Wavelet Tree index on the query process time. TW
does not retrieve results as fast as WT since the search time of a Wavelet Tree is O(logσ) where
σ is the size of the alphabet and the alphabet size of the Wavelet Tree-based Keyword Index is
larger than the size of the alphabet in the Wavelet Tree-based Entity Index.

The query process time of ranked intersection for WH and HW is much larger than that
of other heterogeneous indices. The query process time of these two heterogeneous indices is
sensitive to the query length. However, the effect of the number of entities is larger than that
of the number of keywords in HW. Also, the increase in the number of keywords in queries has
more effect on query process time of WH compared to the increase in the number of entities.
This is due to the data structure of the keyword index and entity index in HW and WH, where
Wavelet Tree is the most sensitive index to the query length according to the result of Section
7.2.1. The query process time of HW is larger than that of WH because the size of the alphabet
for Wavelet Tree as a Keyword Index is larger than that of the Entity Index and query process
time of Wavelet Tree has a direct relation with alphabet size. For the same reason, the query
process time of TW is larger than that of WT.

Ranked Union
The results of evaluating query process time of ranked union for all heterogeneous indices are
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Figure 10: The query process time of ranked intersection for all heterogeneous indices.

presented in Figure 11. The order of efficiency of all indices for ranked union is the same as
ranked intersection. All heterogeneous indices are more sensitive to the query length compared
to ranked intersection according to the results presented in Figures 11 and 12. The query process
time of ranked union for HashMap is less than Treap based on Figure 8. This observation is also
confirmed by the results of HT and TH in Figure 11. Thus the growth of the number of keywords
in queries does not increase the query process time of TH as much as the growth of the number
of entities in the queries. In contrast, the growth of the number of keywords compared to the
growth of number of entities in the queries has more impact on query process time of HT. In
conclusion, TH is the most efficient heterogeneous index in terms query process time for ranked
union queries.

Boolean Intersection
Figure 12 presents the query process time of Boolean intersection queries for all heterogeneous
indices. The most efficient heterogeneous index for processing Boolean intersection queries is
the same as ranked queries. Therefore, TH is the most efficient heterogeneous index for all types
of queries. The query process time of HT is larger than TH similar to the query process time
of ranked queries. The sensitivity of TH to the number of keywords in the query is more than
entities while HT is more sensitive to the number of entities in the query. These relations confirm
that HashMap is more sensitive to the query length compared to Treap according to Section 7.2.2.

WH and HW process Boolean intersection queries faster than TW and WT, which is in con-
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Figure 11: The query process time of ranked union for all heterogeneous semantic hybrid indices.

trast to the observations for ranked queries. HW is always more efficient than WH because the
Wavelet Tree search time depends on the size of alphabet as discussed earlier. The query process
time of HW and WH increases when the length of the queries increases independently of the
number of keywords and entities in the queries.

The combination of Treap and Wavelet Tree creates the heterogeneous indices with the largest
query process time for processing Boolean intersection queries. The effect of increasing the
number of entities and keywords on query process time is opposite for WT and TW because of
the Wavelet Tree index since the process time of the Wavelet Tree Index is larger than Treap
Index according to the result of Figure 9. The query process time of WT increases rapidly when
the number of entities in the query increases; in contrast the query process time of TW increases
quickly when the number of keywords in the query increases.

7.2.3. Comparing Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Indices
To find the most efficient indexing data structure, we compare the query process time of

the most efficient heterogeneous index (list-based TH) with all homogeneous indices for ranked
union queries, ranked intersection queries and Boolean intersection queries. Figure 13 presents
the difference between the query process times of all homogeneous indices and list-based TH for
processing ranked intersection queries. The results of these comparisons show the TT is the most
efficient data structure for processing this type of queries; however, the query process time of list-
based TH is significantly smaller than that of HH and WW. The difference between query process
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Figure 12: The query process time of Boolean intersection for all heterogeneous indices.

times of TT and list-based TH is relatively small compared to the others; and the absolute differ-
ence between the query process times of HH and WW increases when the query length increases.
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Figure 13: The difference (delta) between the query process time of the ranked intersection of homogeneous indices and
list-based HT (the most efficient heterogeneous index).

The differences between query process times of all homogeneous indices and the list-based
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TH for processing ranked union queries are presented in Figure 14. The list-based TH is not as
efficient as TT and HH; also, the difference becomes more noticeable with the increase in query
length. The difference between query process times of ranked union of list-based TH and HH
increases faster than that of list-based TH and TT when the query length increases. This means
that the most efficient data structure for processing ranked union queries is HH.
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Figure 14: The difference (delta) between query process time of ranked union of homogeneous indices and list-based TH
(the most efficient heterogeneous index).

Figure 15 shows the difference between the query process time of list-based TH and all ho-
mogenous indices for processing Boolean intersection queries. TT and HH process Boolean
intersection queries faster than list-based TH. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the
most efficient data structure for processing Boolean intersection queries is TT.
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Figure 15: The difference (delta) between query process time of Boolean intersection queries of homogeneous indices
and list-based TH (the most efficient heterogeneous index).

7.3. Effect of Integration Methods on Query Process Time
Integrating the Entity and Keyword Indices to retrieve the results of a query is achieved

based on two approaches: list-based and non-list-based techniques. The effect of integration ap-
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proaches on homogeneous indices is shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 for ranked queries and Boolean
intersection queries. The Treap integration approach is more efficient for ranked intersection
and Boolean intersection since the TT processes queries faster than other homogeneous indices.
However, the list-based approach for ranked union queries retrieves results faster than the TT
approach. The largest query process time for all types of queries belongs to WW independent of
the type of the integration approach according to the results of Section 7.2.1. For instance, Fig-
ure 9 shows that the query process time of Boolean intersection queries for WW is significantly
larger than that of other homogeneous indices.

To find the most efficient approach for integrating heterogeneous indices, we present the
difference (delta) between query process times when either the list-based and non-list-based
approaches are applied for processing ranked union queries, ranked intersection queries and
Boolean intersection queries for all heterogeneous indices as shown in Figures 16, 17 and 18.
We compute the difference by subtracting the query process time of the non-list-based approach
from the list-based approach. The differences of all indices in Figures 16, 17 and 18 are calcu-
lated based on this method. We present only the results of ranked queries when k = 20 since we
want to compare the effect of list-based and non-list-based approaches regardless of the value of
k and under worst-case scenario.

Figure 16 presents the difference between the query process time of ranked intersection
queries based on both the non-list-based and list-based approaches for all heterogeneous indices.
The query process time of these indices based on the list-based approach is significantly less than
that of the non-list-based approach. The significant difference between these two approaches oc-
curs when the data structure of one of the indices is Wavelet Tree, especially when it is the data
structure of the Keyword Index because the search time of the Wavelet Tree has a direct relation
with the size of the alphabet (see Section 7.2.2).

The significant difference between TH and HT indices mainly results from building a Treap
during processing the query when the data structure of one of the indices is Treap in the non-list-
based approach. The difference between all heterogeneous indices increases as the query length
increases. Note that, increasing the number of entities or keywords does not affect query process
time as long as the lengths of the queries are not changed for TH, HT, WH and WT. Finally, the
largest difference between the non-list-based and list-based approaches belongs to TW and the
smallest difference for these two approaches belongs to HT.

We show the difference between the query process time of ranked union queries based on
non-list-based and list-based approaches in Figure 17. The difference between non-list-based
and list-based approaches increases along with the increase in the query length for HW, TW,
WH and HT. The increase of query time of TW and TH is significantly higher than those of
HW and WH. In contrast, the difference between WT and TH is increased when the number
of entities and keywords in the queries increases, respectively. The smallest difference belongs
to the combination of the HashMap and Wavelet Tree, which means the integration approach is
not the issue of the higher query process time for HW and WH. Also, these results show the
query process time for the non-list-based approach with the help of a Treap for ranked union is
significantly larger than the list-based approach.
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Figure 16: The difference (delta) between the process times of ranked intersection queries (k = 20) based on the non-list-
based and list-based approaches for all heterogeneous indices.
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Figure 17: The difference (delta) between the process times of ranked union queries (k = 20) based on the non-list-based
and list-based approaches for all heterogeneous indices.
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Figure 18 shows the difference between the non-list-based and list-based approaches for pro-
cessing Boolean intersection queries. These results show the largest difference between non-lists
based and list-based integration occurs for processing Boolean intersection queries when one of
the index data structures is a Treap. The difference between non-list based and list-based integra-
tion of HW is smaller than zero when the number of entities is less than or equal to the number
of keywords in the query.

The differences between WT, TW, HT and TH increase sharply when the length of the query
increases. The different number of entities and keywords in queries, as long as the length of the
queries is fixed, does not have any effect on the difference between the integration approach for
HT and TH. However, the difference between non-list-based and list-based approaches increases
significantly when the number of keywords and entities is increased in queries of WT and TW,
respectively due to the Wavelet Tree data structure.
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Figure 18: The difference (delta) between the process times of Boolean intersection queries (k = 20) based on the
non-list-based and list-based approaches for all heterogeneous indices.

By studying the difference between the query process time of the integration approaches, we
conclude that the list-based approach is more efficient than the non-list-based approach especially
for the TW and WT indices. Since these two indices have the largest difference for all types of
queries. In contrast, the smallest difference belongs to the WH and HW indices for all types
of queries and shows the integration process is not the main reason for having the largest query
process time based on results in Section 7.2.2.
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7.4. Query Expansion

To efficiently support query expansion, we need to identify the data structure that would
provide the fastest lookup function for the Type Index. The main function of query expansion
is done using the lookup function where the type of each query entity is found and then the
posting list(s) of the query type(s) must be retrieved for expanding the query. Based on the
discussions in Section 5.1, the Treap data structure does not have the ability to be considered
as a Type Index data structure. Therefore, the lookup times of the HashMap-based Type Index
and Wavelet Tree-based Type Index are compared to find the most efficient Type Index structure.
The lookup times of these indices are shown in Figure 19 for varying numbers (1 to 10) of
entities within queries. The amount of time added to the query process time is very stable for
the HashMap data structure. Although the lookup time of Wavelet Tree data structure is much
higher than HashMap, the difference between adding one entity or 10 entities to the query based
on the Wavelet tree-based Type Index is just 493 milliseconds.
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Figure 19: Entity Type lookup in HashMap-based Type Index compared to the Wavelet Tree-based Type Index.

7.5. Final Results Synopsis

In this section, we summarize the results of our findings for the most efficient data structure
for the Keyword, Entity Index and Type Index. The most efficient hybrid index for processing
ranked intersection queries and Boolean intersection queries is TT, which integrates the Entity
Index and Keyword Index based on a non-list-based approach (integrated through the Treap
data structure). However, the efficient hybrid index for processing ranked union queries is HH,
which uses the list-based approach for integration. The list-based TH index is the most efficient
heterogeneous index for processing ranked queries and Boolean intersection queries. However,
it is not as efficient as TT for processing ranked intersection queries. TT and HH process ranked
union and Boolean intersection queries faster than TH. The evaluation of the relation between
query process time and query length determined that Treap is less sensitive to query length and
query length has a significant effect on Wavelet Tree query process time. We summarize all our
findings in Table 5.

Based on our observations, it seems that the selection of HashMap-based Type Index would
be the most efficient for semantically processing queries given the results. However, it should be
noted that the HashMap-based Type Index uses more space compared to the Wavelet Tree-based
Type Index because it needs to map and assign the type of each entity.
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Ranked Inter-
section

Ranked
Union

Boolean
Intersection

Integration Approach

Homogeneous
Indices

TT TT HH

Hashmap Integration is the most efficient
integration approach for ranked union.
Treap integration is the most efficient ap-
proach for ranked intersection and Boolean
intersection

Heterogeneous
Indices

TH TH TH List-based

The Most Efficient
Index

TT TT HH N/A

Table 5: The synopsis of our findings.

Finally as a last note, we would like to highlight the fact that the importance of the work
presented in this paper is that it provides efficient data structures for accessing and retrieving
information related to keywords, entities and types. This works provides the means for future
work to design efficient retrieval, ranking, and expansion methods that benefit from these three
types of information to support higher quality search and information retrieval.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have systematically explored the possibility of building indexing data struc-
tures for semantic search, which consists of the Keyword, Entity and Type Indices to support the
process of retrieving both keyword-based and semantic information for annotated queries. These
three indices store information related to keywords, entities and types from external knowledge
bases. In order to find an efficient indexing data structure, we have explored both homogeneous
and heterogeneous index types that use similar similar as well as dissimilar data structures for
each of the index types, respectively. In addition, we integrate the results of the various index
types using two approaches, namely list-based and non-list-based approaches. We have found
that the list-based approach is more efficient compared to the non-list-based approach for hetero-
geneous indices.

In the current work, we solely focus on the speed of index construction and query processing
and choose the optimality of the indexing data structure based on this factor. In the future, we
plan to consider the space usage of the indexing data structures as the second factor for discover-
ing the most efficient index, which provides an optimal balance between speed and space usage.
We will consider improving the efficiency of the proposed indices by compressing them given
the fact that compression has a direct effect on query process time as a well as a inverse effect
on space usage. Furthermore, we plan to add the ability of proximity search by storing posi-
tions of keywords and concepts in the corpus. Therefore, we need to find the most efficient data
structure to provide the ability to store positions along with other information of postings. For
instance, Treap does not have this ability because each node can store only two values (T F,CV).
Therefore, we need to identify a data structure for positional Keyword and positional Entity In-
dex based on Wavelet Tree and HashMaps or heterogeneous hybrid indices to identify the most
efficient data structure to support proximity search in semantic search.
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